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Abstract 

Scheduling and planning for allocating resources to the activities so that the activities can be 
done in the best manner and resources allocated appropriately is one of the most important 
problems of management and operation research. The hospitals are one of the organizations 
that face with this problem in allocating nurses to the shifts in the most appropriate time period 
so precisely that the defections could not be eliminated and the goals are achieved. Therefore, 
the present study was aimed to develop a model for nurse scheduling through goal programing 
technique. The proposed model includes different purposes as its goals and strives to achieve 
them. This model can be used for solving similar problems in the urgency units in hospitals. This 
problem has been solved by Lingo 8 and finally its results have been compared with the results 
of manual methods.  
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1- Introduction 

Some organizations such as hospitals and hotels allocate their manpower to several shifts. 
Therefore, the scheduling personals and allocating them to different shifts is an important 
problem for these organizations. This is why that the present study was aimed to solve the 
nurses scheduling problem. Scheduling nurses is considered as the process of creating a plan for 
scheduling shifts for every nurse in a hospital. The main purpose of this plan is scheduling so 
that can achieve hard constraints and consider the several purposes simultaneously [13]. There 
are several effective factors on the complexity of nurses scheduling plan that some of them 
include change in the patient demand, nurse’s expertise, organizational policies, unpredictable 
absence, and the employees’ wants about holydays, work time, and job models. Additionally, 
some of these may be in conflict with other ones [6]. The nurses scheduling is a difficult and 
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time-consuming function. This must determine shifts for every nurse so precisely in a long-term 
period that achieve the predetermined necessities. On the other hand, scheduling must be 
equal for employees and should not disorder their health, family plans, and social life.  

Therefore, the purpose of this study is to develop a plan for nurses scheduling so that the 
nurses can be employed in their units effectively. This system also pays attention to the hospital 
necessities, equal conditions, and equal plans in scheduling and also considers their priorities 
for maximizing nurses’ satisfaction. This can be helpful in offering qualified services. The 
problem and purpose of this study has been indicated in the second section. The necessity and 
importance of this study has been indicated in the part 3. Part 4 expresses the goals of this 
study. Literature review has been done in the fifth section. The mathematical model, variables, 
parameters, and formulation of constraints and goals and goal function have been indicated in 
the sixth section. Finally, solving method and conclusion of the study have been indicated in the 
last two sections.  

2- Statement of problem  

During the recent years, the pressure of costs on hospitals has been increased considerably. 
The concentration on the cost decreasing forces the hospital managers to administrate their 
organization in a better method. It is necessary to recognize inefficient use of resources and 
necessary activities done for eliminating such wastes in order to achieve this goal. Since nurses’ 
salary is one of the large parts of the hospital costs, it is necessary to develop a plan for 
coordinating a better form of demand and supply. This can be helpful in decreasing operational 
costs. On the other hand, many organizations strive to use their employees in the best time and 
also increase their satisfaction from job conditions. This is an important factor in meeting 
customers’ needs [7,19]. Therefore, it is necessary to use scheduling plans for this purpose. The 
scheduling plan achieves the predetermined organizational and individual necessities. This also 
not only strives to maintain nurses’ family health and social life and be impartial with them [6].  

3- Necessity and importance of the study  

The nurse scheduling is a challenging function, because hospitals offer their services 24 hours a 
day. Unfortunately, nurses scheduling is done manually in most of the hospitals in Iran. The 
nurses usually spend more than 10 hours for scheduling their functions for a month. When they 
do this manually, it is impossible to consider all of the constraints and especially satisfying 
nurses’ preferences fairly. This leads to nurses’ dissatisfaction and finally doing job under stress 
conditions. Additionally, it is not expected from manual scheduling to minimize overtimes and 
use the manpower efficiently. This necessitates development of comprehensive decision 
support systems to consider these conditions. This system concentrates on the employees’ 
affairs management and hereby improves productivity considerably. Also it is should be 
remembered that this system not only decreases hospitals’ costs, but also increases employees’ 
satisfaction. Since employees’ satisfaction leads to improve services quality, it is expected that 
this system can deliver better services to the customers and also improve quality of health 
cares.  
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4- Research purposes  

Nowadays, lack of professional manpower and inefficient resources distribution (especially 
nurses) leads that the policy makers are determined to develop the decision support systems 
for allocating qualified manpower in the best manner. Therefore, the present study was aimed 
to develop a systematic method for allocating nurses to shifts with considering soft and hard 
constraints so precisely that achieve organizational scheduling policies, satisfying hospitals’ 
demand for nurses, and satisfying nurses’ wants and preferences.  

5- Literature review  

Modeling the scheduling problems is not a new idea. Many articles have been written about 
this problem and several approaches have been used for solving nurses’ scheduling problem 
from the 1960s to now. In the primary studies, the problem of nurses scheduling was 
considered as an optimization problem and then it was solved through mathematical 
programing with a minimization or maximization goal function. The rotational scheduling was 
applied for the first time in 1970. Its advantages were less calculations and manual 
computations [24]. Also researches and studies about using artificial intelligence for nurses 
scheduling was started from the 1980s [8]. In the 1990s, more developments were achieved in 
applying network optimization techniques, linear programing, and integer programing for 
developing nurses scheduling. Also some authors used heuristic methods and simulation 
techniques for scheduling nurses [16]. The comprehensive review of the nurses scheduling 
systems and its different methods has been done by Salimifard et al. [1], [10], [20], [21].  

Harvey and Mona [14] used network planning for rotational and non-rotational examination of 
scheduling problem. Meyer [17] used constraint planning for solving nurses scheduling. 
Recently, goal programming attracts attention to itself among optimization techniques, 
because it seeks to optimize several goals simultaneously. Musa and Saxena [18] indicated that 
zero-one goal programming and heuristic search is the most appropriate methods for solving 
nurses scheduling problems. Berrada et al [9] formulated nurses scheduling problem in the 
frame of a multi-purpose planning model. In order to solve the model, three techniques have 
been used including sequential, equivalent weights, and banned search techniques. Azaiez and 
Sharif [6] used zero-one goal programing for solving nurses scheduling problem. Topaloglu and 
Selim [22] discussed about the application of fuzzy goal programming in solving nurses 
scheduling problem. Aickelin and Li [3] used optimization algorithm for solving nurses 
scheduling problems. Additionally, optimization, heuristic, and meta-heuristic approaches can 
be used for solving nurses scheduling problems efficiently. Dowsland et al [11] applied Tabu 
search algorithm with strategic fluctuation for solving nurses scheduling problems. Aickelin and 
Dowsland [2] used genetic algorithm for solving nurses scheduling problems that considers the 
conflict between goals and constraints. Tsai and Li [23] present a two-stage mathematical 
model for solving nurses scheduling problem that considers the necessities of hospital, 
management and government rules, and shift preferences. Also genetic algorithm was used for 
achieving the best solution. Table 1 summarizes some of these studies.  
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Table 1: summary of the studies on nurses scheduling 

Authors Year Research methodology References 

Duenas et al. 2009 Genetic algorithm with fuzzy priorities [13] 

Aickelin et al. 2007 Mimetic algorithm [5] 

Aickelinet al. 2004 
Combination of the programming approaches and 

evolutionary algorithms 
[4] 

Jan et al. 2000 Genetic algorithm [15] 

Dowsland et 
al. 

2000 Combination of Tabu search and network planning [12] 

 

6- Modeling nurses scheduling problem  

6-1 The characteristics of problem  

The scheduling policies are mainly based on the: 1- trends of hospital: that the supervisors 
consider them as priorities, 2- nurses wants, and 3- published policies. The importance of 
considering published policies depends on the ergonomic considerations. Indeed, individuals 
have several physical constraints and also lack of ergonomic considerations leads to their 
dissatisfaction and decrease productivity. Scheduling problem of this study is focused on the 
nine nurses in a one week period in the urgency unit of Iranian hospitals. In this study every 
shift includes two shifts with seven hours and one shift with 13 hours. This is indicated in table 
2.  

Table 2: The shifts  

Shifts  Morning shift  Evening shift  Night shift  

Hours  7 Morning to 2 
Evening 

1 Evening to 8 
Night 

 7 Night to 8 
Morning 

 

Frequency of the least nurses for every shift has been indicated in table 3.  

Table 3: Frequency of the nurses for different shifts  

 Morning shift  Evening shift  Night shift  

Saturday 4 3 2 

Sunday  4 3 2 

Monday  4 3 2 

Tuesday  4 3 2 

Wednesday 3 2 2 

Thursday  2 2 2 

Friday 1 2 2 
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It is should be remembered that every nurse is determined to have 44 hours activity in the 
week. If a nurse has more than 44 hours activity in a week, it will be considered as overtime.  

6-2 Goal programming model  

6-2-1 Soft and Hard constraints of the model  

Because of the large number of constraints that the goal programming seeks to achieve them, it 
may that there is not any feasible solution for a nurses scheduling problem. This is why that the 
constraints were classified in two groups. The first group includes hard constraints that should 
be satisfied and the second includes soft ones. The model was determined to satisfy these 
constraints. If it cannot satisfy all of the constraints, the possible deviation and violation should 
be minimized with regard to their importance. The soft and hard constraints are indicated in 
the following section. 

6-2-1-1 Hard constraints  

1. The first set of the hard constraints ensure that the least number of manpower for every 
shift is predicted. Since the number of nurses number necessities is different for 
different days, the model helps the user to consider shifts in different days.  

2. The second set of the hard constraints are obligatory hours that are allocated for every 
nurse. The hours more than 44 are considered as overtime.  

3. The third set of the hard constraints ensure that there are not any two continuous shifts 
(Night until Morning shifts) for nurses. This constraint is performed by hospital and also 
is suggested that an ergonomic constraint in the literature.   

4. The fourth set of the hard constraints is considered for allocating the minimum and 
maximum shifts to every nurse. This set of constraint is considered for considering 
justice among nurses so that there are Night shifts in the nurses’ schedules 
continuously.  

5. No nurse should work complete overs working day. This constraint is focused by hospital 
and ergonomics. The fifth set of the constraints undertakes these constraints.  

6-2-1-2 Soft constraints  

1- The first set of the soft constraints are considered for allocating maximum shift for every 
nurse in every day.  

2- Two continuous holydays have priority for every nurse. The second set of the soft 
constraints is used for placing free shifts in two continuous days.  

3- The third set of the soft constraints is used for minimizing overtime hours.  

6-2-2 Assumptions and symbols  

The main assumption of this study is that the nurses scheduling starts from Saturday in every 
week. The business day started from 7 AM until 7 AM of next day. The length of scheduling is 7 
days (1 week). In order to this, the following symbols have been used in this study.  

n: refer to the number of scheduling days (n=7) 
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s: refers to the shifts in a day 

m: refers to the number of available nurses for the unit 

i: is the index of nurses (i= 1,….., m) 

j: is the index of days (j=1,….., n) 

k: is the index of shifts (k=1,….., s) 

Njk: the necessary nurses for k Night shift in day j  

There are other symbols that will be defined in the future. The decision variable will be 
introduced as following: 

 

6-2-3 Modeling the constraints  

Hard Constraints: 

 Meeting necessary nurses in every shift  

kjNX
i

jkijk ,, 
 

 Allocating obligatory hours to every nurse  

As indicated in the section 6-1, every business day includes two shifts with 7 hours and one shift 
with 13 hours. Also if the nurse works two 7 hours in Morning and Evening shifts continuously, 
his/her hours will be 13 hours. On the other hand, if the nurse works in Evening and Night shifts 
continuously, his/her shift will be 19 hours. In order to formulize this hours and express any 
nurse’s hours exactly, two new shifts have been introduced. The first starts from 7 AM to 8 PM 
(k=4) and the second starts from 1 PM until 8 AM next day (k=5). These shifts add some new 
constraints to the model that has been indicated in the following section.  

In order to ensure obligatory hours allocation, the following constraints have been added to the 
model for every nurse.  

 
j

ijijijijij iXXXXX ,4419131377 54321

 

 Any nurse cannot be allocated to both PM and AM shifts.  

   1,...,1,,14,11,153 njiXXXX ijijijij

 

If the nurse “i” is allocated to the shift k in 

the day j 

 

 

 

ijkX  

 

1 

 

 

Otherwise 

 

 

0 
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 In order to behave nurses fairly, the ratio of their AM shifts should be equivalent. The 
following constraints will be added for every nurse. These also indicate the minimum 
and maximum of the AM shifts for every nurse. These constraints indicate implicitly that 
PM shifts are more than AP shifts for every nurse.  
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 The following constraint has been added for preventing from allocating a nurse to a 
perfect day.  
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The constraints of modeling 

Since two new shifts are introduced for expressing exact hours, the following constraints should 
be added to the model.  
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6-2-4 Formulating the goals  

In order to add the soft constraint to the scheduling model, the following goals have been 
added to problem. Therefore, the problem has three goals that they have been indicated in the 
following section.  

Goal 1: since allocating two shifts to a nurse is not favorable, this goal ensures that one shift is 
allocated for every nurse in one day.  
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ijd1 , 
ijd1 and 

ijd1 , 
ijd1  are the deviation from first goal for nurse i that only positive deviations are 

fined.  

Goal 2: this goal encourages two continuous holydays for every nurse.  

1,...,1,,0)( 22

1

54321  


 njiddXXXXX ijij

j

j

ijijijijij

 
This goal seeks to allocate two continuous holydays for every nurse. Therefore, the positive 
deviations will be fined.   

Goal 3: this goal seeks to minimizes unnecessary overtimes and costs.  

  

j

iiijijijijij iddXXXXX ,44)19131377( 3354321

 

d-
2i refers to the deviation from goal for nurse i. because of the second hard constraint, it is not 

necessary to add positive deviation and only the negative one is fined in the model.  

6-2-5 Allocating importance weights  

The importance weights that are allocated to the goals indicate relative importance of the goals 
in comparison to other goals. The fines for breaking these goals refer to their importance 
weights. The P1, P2, and P3 refer to these levels. In order to utilize this model in scheduling, the 
goal of one shift for every nurse in the hospital is considered as the most important goal. Also 
P2 and P3 are considered as the second and third goals respectively. After evaluation and 
comparison, weights are allocated to the goals so precisely that the most importance (7) is 
allocated for P1, 5 for P2 and then 2 for P3. It is should be remembered that these weights can 
be different from a hospital or section to another. However, the model can allocate weights for 
every nurse autonomously. 

6-2-6 Goal function   

The goal function includes minimizing all of the weighted deviations from related goals. Goal 
function has been presented in the following section.  
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7- Solving the model  

The problem of nurse scheduling for urgency unit in a hospital with 9 nurses and three shifts for 
a week has been solved and its results have been presented in this section. This model has 567 
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variables, 419 constraints, and 188 goals. The problem has been solved by Lingo8 and its 
optimum solution has been indicated in table 4.  

Table 4: The resulted scheduling for solving goal programming model 

N
u

rs
e

s
 

Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

M E N M E N M E N M E N M E N M E N M E N 

A  *    *  *  *   *    *  *   

B   *  *  *   *    *   *   *  

C *   *     *  *  *     *  *  

D   *  *   *  *           * 

E  *   *    *  *   *  *      

F *     *  *   *  *   *      

G *   *   *   *        *   * 

H  *  *   *     *   *       

I *   *   *     *   *       

 

*In this table M denote Morning, E for Evening and N for Night. 

The results of the goal programming scheduling are better than manual scheduling. One of the 
hard constraints is broken in the scheduling through goal programming. All of the nurses are 
provided with one shift in every day. Also two holydays are allocated to three nurses. It is 
observed in the manual method that 9 shifts are allocated in one day and only there is one 
holyday with two days.  

8- Conclusion and empirical suggestions  

Many organizations face with problem in employees scheduling area. Hospital is one these 
organizations. The hospitals must solve their nurse scheduling problem so precisely that the 
hard constraints of hospitals and nurses and also soft constraints of hospital, nurses, and 
agronomy be considered. This problem is attended by authors and different heuristic and meta-
heuristic solutions have been offered for it. On the other hand, mathematical programming is 
considered as a powerful technique for solving this problem and achieving optimum solution. In 
the present study in Iranian hospitals, the nurses scheduling problem has been solved by goal 
programming. The soft constraints have been considered as goals in this model and the model 
seeks to minimize weighted deviations from goals. The results of the goal programming 
scheduling are better than scheduling that is resulted from manual method. The following 
empirical suggestions have been presented to the researchers and authors for developing this 
model:  

1. Using the model in different units in every hospital with different constraints or several 
units that have common employees.  
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2. Considering nurses with different expertise that necessities some of the nurses for 
working in some shifts.  

3. Considering nurses’ preferences individually such as nurse’s preference for working in 
an especial day and tendency to work in two continuous shifts. 
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